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Gathering Blue

2000-09-25

the second book in lois lowry s giver quartet which began with the bestselling and newbery medal winning the giver left
orphaned and physically flawed in a civilization that shuns and discards the weak kira faces a frighteningly uncertain future
her neighbors are hostile and no one but a small boy offers to help when she is summoned to judgment by the council of
guardians kira prepares to fight for her life but the council to her surprise has plans for her blessed with an almost magical
talent that keeps her alive the young girl faces new responsibilities and a set of mysteries deep within the only world she
has ever known on her quest for truth kira discovers things that will change her life and world forever a compelling
examination of a future society gathering blue challenges readers to think about community creativity and the values that they
have learned to accept once again lois lowry brings readers on a provocative journey that inspires contemplation long after
the last page is turned this extraordinary novel is remarkable for its fully realized characters gripping plot and lowry s
singular vision of a future voya the giver has become one of the most influential novels of our time don t miss the powerful
companion novels in lois lowry s giver quartet gathering blue messenger and son

Gathering Blue (The Giver Quartet)

2014-07-31

the fascinating sequel to the giver which inspired the dystopian genre and is soon to be a major motion picture starring jeff
bridges katie holmes and taylor swift

Gathering Blue

2000

lame and suddenly orphaned kira is mysteriously removed from her squalid village to live in the palatial council edifice where
she is expected to use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all powerful guardians

The Giver, Gathering Blue, Messenger, Son (The Giver Quartet)

2014-07-31

the giver is soon to be a major motion picture starring jeff bridges katie holmes and taylor swift now available for the first
time in the uk the giver quartet is the complete four novel collection

The Giver

2014
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living in a perfect world without social ills a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the elders
but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the giver who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade

The Giver Quartet

2012

unlike the other birthmothers in her utopian community teenaged claire forms an attachment to her baby and sets out to find
him when he is removed from the community

Gathering Blue

2014-07-01

kira an orphan with a twisted leg lives in a world where the weak are cast aside she fears for her future until she is spared
by the all powerful council of guardians kira is a gifted weaver and is given a task that no other community member can do
while her talent keeps her alive and brings certain privileges kira soon realizes she is surrounded by many mysteries and
secrets no one must know of her plans to uncover the truth about her world and see what places exist beyond

Messenger (The Giver Quartet)

2014-07-31

the fascinating third companion novel to the giver which inspired the dystopian genre and is soon to be a major motion picture
starring jeff bridges katie holmes and taylor swift

Gathering Blue

2005-01-01

use novel ties study guides as your total guided reading program reproducible pages in chapter by chapter format provide you
with the right questions to ask the important issues to discuss and the organizational aids that help students get the most
out of each book they read

Unwind

2009-08-01

connor s parents want to be rid of him because he s a troublemaker risa has no parents and is being unwound to cut orphanage
costs lev s unwinding has been planned since his birth as part of his family s strict religion brought together by chance and
kept together through desperation these three unlikely companions make a harrowing cross country journey knowing all the while
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that their lives are hanging in the balance if they can survive until their eighteenth birthdays they can t be harmed but when
every piece of them from their hands to their hearts are wanted by a world gone mad eighteen seems far far away gripping
brilliantly imagined futuristic thriller the issues raised could not be more provocative the sanctity of life the meaning of
being human while the delivery could hardly be more engrossing or better aimed to teens publishers weekly starred review a
thought provoking well paced read that will appeal widely school library journal starred review a breathless tale turning
pages for teenage boys as it challenges not just where life begins and ends but what it means to be alive educ8 magazine a
powerful shocking and intelligent novel it s wonderful wonderful stuff thebookbag co uk this is the kind of rare book that
makes the hairs on your neck rise up it is written with a sense of drama that should get it instantly snapped up for film the
times

The Giver Quartet

2014

lame and suddenly orphaned kira is mysteriously removed from her squalid village to live in the palatial council edifice where
she is expected to use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all powerful guardians

Gathering Blue

2002-09-01

lame and suddenly orphaned kira is mysteriously removed from her squalid village to live in the palatial council edifice where
she is expected to use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all powerful guardians

Clockwise to Titan

2013-04-04

like prison break movie the shawshank redemption with teenagers the story begins with mo harete and moth on the run chased by
the tyrannical forces of the institute then it flashes back to the weeks leading up to their break out as the three teens
follow a line of pylons towards the other country and the hope of freedom we see how they cobble together their friendship and
the tools of their escape as the teens weave together stories from their past present and imaginations the truth becomes
harder and harder to bear only the long line of wires and the lure of another way of life pulls them towards their goal a
story of hope peril and the fight against tyranny written by a debut author with a degree in particle physics every word is
knocked against those surrounding it to form a fascinating action packed read

The Words in My Hands

2021-11-09

part coming of age part call to action this fast paced ownvoices novel about a deaf teenager is a unique and inspiring
exploration of what it means to belong smart artistic and independent sixteen year old piper is tired of trying to conform her
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mom wants her to be normal to pass as hearing to get a good job but in a time of food scarcity environmental collapse and
political corruption piper has other things on her mind like survival piper has always been told that she needs to compensate
for her deafness in a world made for those who can hear but when she meets marley a new world opens up one where deafness is
something to celebrate and where resilience means taking action building a com munity and believing in something better
published to rave reviews as future girl in australia allen unwin sept 2020 this empowering unforgettable story is told
through a visual extravaganza of text paint collage and drawings set in an ominously prescient near future the words in my
hands is very much a novel for our turbulent times

Crow Call

2010-11-01

the two time newbery medalist has crafted a loving representation of a relationship between parent and child in post wwii
america publishers weekly starred review this is the story of young liz her father and their strained relationship dad has
been away at wwii for longer than she can remember and they begin their journey of reconnection through a hunting shirt cherry
pie tender conversation and the crow call this allegorical story shows how like the birds gathering above the relationship
between the girl and her father is graced with the chance to fly the memory of a treasured day spent with a special person
will resonate with readers everywhere school library journal starred review beautifully written the piece reads much like a
traditional short story the details of ibatoulline s renderings gracefully capture a moment in time that was lost relevant for
families whose parents are returning from war the text is also ripe for classroom discussion and for advanced readers kirkus
reviews

The Giver (graphic Novel)

2019-02-05

the giver is a modern classic and one of the most influential books of our time now in graphic novel format lois lowry s
newbery medal winning classic story of a young boy discovering the dark secrets behind his seemingly ideal world is
accompanied by renowned artist p craig russell s beautifully haunting illustrations placed on countless reading lists
translated into more than forty languages and made into a feature film the giver is the first book in the giver quartet that
also includes gathering blue messenger and son in this new graphic novel edition readers experience the haunting story of
twelve year old jonas and his seemingly ideal if colorless world of conformity and contentment through the brilliant art of p
craig russell that truly brings the giver to life witness jonas s assignment as the receiver of memory watch as he begins to
understand the dark secrets behind his fragile community and follow the explosion of color into his world like never before

The Ultimate Triumph

1999

deep learning is often viewed as the exclusive domain of math phds and big tech companies but as this hands on guide
demonstrates programmers comfortable with python can achieve impressive results in deep learning with little math background
small amounts of data and minimal code how with fastai the first library to provide a consistent interface to the most
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frequently used deep learning applications authors jeremy howard and sylvain gugger the creators of fastai show you how to
train a model on a wide range of tasks using fastai and pytorch you ll also dive progressively further into deep learning
theory to gain a complete understanding of the algorithms behind the scenes train models in computer vision natural language
processing tabular data and collaborative filtering learn the latest deep learning techniques that matter most in practice
improve accuracy speed and reliability by understanding how deep learning models work discover how to turn your models into
web applications implement deep learning algorithms from scratch consider the ethical implications of your work gain insight
from the foreword by pytorch cofounder soumith chintala

Deep Learning for Coders with fastai and PyTorch

2020-06-29

into the fascinating pungent setting of blood and bone alley home of leech barber surgeon and apothecary comes matilda raised
by a priest to disdain worldly affairs and focus on spiritual matters to matilda s dismay her work will not involve latin or
writing but practical tasks lighting the fire going to market mixing plasters and poultices and helping peg treat patients she
is appalled by the worldliness of her new surroundings and the sharp tongued saints she turns to for advice are no help at all
filled with the witty dialogue and richly authentic detail that karen cushman s work is known for matilda bone is a compelling
comic novel about a girl who learns to see herself and others clearly to laugh and to live contentedly in this world author s
note

Matilda Bone

2000-10-16

nineteen eighty four a novel often published as 1984 is a dystopian social science fiction novel by english novelist george
orwell it was published on 8 june 1949 by secker warburg as orwell s ninth and final book completed in his lifetime
thematically nineteen eighty four centres on the consequences of totalitarianism mass surveillance and repressive
regimentation of persons and behaviours within society orwell himself a democratic socialist modelled the authoritarian
government in the novel after stalinist russia more broadly the novel examines the role of truth and facts within politics and
the ways in which they are manipulated the story takes place in an imagined future the year 1984 when much of the world has
fallen victim to perpetual war omnipresent government surveillance historical negationism and propaganda great britain known
as airstrip one has become a province of a totalitarian superstate named oceania that is ruled by the party who employ the
thought police to persecute individuality and independent thinking big brother the leader of the party enjoys an intense cult
of personality despite the fact that he may not even exist the protagonist winston smith is a diligent and skillful rank and
file worker and outer party member who secretly hates the party and dreams of rebellion he enters into a forbidden
relationship with a colleague julia and starts to remember what life was like before the party came to power

Nineteen Eighty-Four

2021-01-09

the perfect companion to lois lowry s gathering blue this study guide contains a chapter by chapter analysis of the book a
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summary of the plot and a guide to major characters and themes bookcap study guides do not contain text from the actual book
and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book we all need refreshers every now and then whether you
are a student trying to cram for that big final or someone just trying to understand a book more bookcaps can help we are a
small but growing company and are adding titles every month

Study Guide - Gathering Blue

2012-10-09

from 1 new york times bestselling author brandon sanderson the way of kings book one of the stormlight archive begins an
incredible new saga of epic proportion roshar is a world of stone and storms uncanny tempests of incredible power sweep across
the rocky terrain so frequently that they have shaped ecology and civilization alike animals hide in shells trees pull in
branches and grass retracts into the soilless ground cities are built only where the topography offers shelter it has been
centuries since the fall of the ten consecrated orders known as the knights radiant but their shardblades and shardplate
remain mystical swords and suits of armor that transform ordinary men into near invincible warriors men trade kingdoms for
shardblades wars were fought for them and won by them one such war rages on a ruined landscape called the shattered plains
there kaladin who traded his medical apprenticeship for a spear to protect his little brother has been reduced to slavery in a
war that makes no sense where ten armies fight separately against a single foe he struggles to save his men and to fathom the
leaders who consider them expendable brightlord dalinar kholin commands one of those other armies like his brother the late
king he is fascinated by an ancient text called the way of kings troubled by over powering visions of ancient times and the
knights radiant he has begun to doubt his own sanity across the ocean an untried young woman named shallan seeks to train
under an eminent scholar and notorious heretic dalinar s niece jasnah though she genuinely loves learning shallan s motives
are less than pure as she plans a daring theft her research for jasnah hints at secrets of the knights radiant and the true
cause of the war the result of over ten years of planning writing and world building the way of kings is but the opening
movement of the stormlight archive a bold masterpiece in the making speak again the ancient oaths life before death strength
before weakness journey before destination and return to men the shards they once bore the knights radiant must stand again
other tor books by brandon sanderson the cosmere the stormlight archive the way of kings words of radiance edgedancer novella
oathbringer the mistborn trilogy mistborn the final empire the well of ascension the hero of ages mistborn the wax and wayne
series alloy of law shadows of self bands of mourning collection arcanum unbounded other cosmere novels elantris warbreaker
the alcatraz vs the evil librarians series alcatraz vs the evil librarians the scrivener s bones the knights of crystallia the
shattered lens the dark talent the rithmatist series the rithmatist other books by brandon sanderson the reckoners steelheart
firefight calamity at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

The Way of Kings

2010-08-31

from two time newbery medalist and living legend lois lowry comes a moving account of the lives lost in two of wwii s most
infamous events pearl harbor and hiroshima with evocative black and white illustrations by scbwi golden kite award winner
kenard pak lois lowry looks back at history through a personal lens as she draws from her own memories as a child in hawaii
and japan as well as from historical research in this stunning work in verse for young readers on the horizon tells the story
of people whose lives were lost or forever altered by the twin tragedies of pearl harbor and hiroshima based on the lives of
soldiers at pearl harbor and civilians in hiroshima on the horizon contemplates humanity and war through verse that sings with
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pain truth and the importance of bridging cultural divides this masterful work emphasizes empathy and understanding in search
of commonality and friendship vital lessons for students as well as citizens of today s world kenard pak s stunning
illustrations depict real life people places and events making for an incredibly vivid return to our collective past in turns
haunting heartbreaking and uplifting on the horizonwill remind readers of the horrors and heroism in our past as well as offer
hope for our future

On the Horizon

2020

dramatic dystopian adventure from the bestselling incarceron author

At the World's End

2015

two writers one holiday a romcom waiting to happen one of my favourite authors colleen hoover it ends with us a great love
story jodi picoult wish you were here the perfect escapist romp laura jane williams one night with you january is a hopeless
romantic who narrates her life like she s the lead in a blockbuster movie gus is a serious literary type who thinks true love
is a fairy tale but january and gus have more in common than you d think they re both broke they ve got crippling writer s
block and they need to write bestsellers before summer ends the result a bet to swap genres and see who gets published first
the risk in telling each other s stories their worlds might be changed entirely set over one sizzling summer beach read is a
witty love story that will make you laugh a lot cry a little and fall head over heels for fans of the flat share and if i
never met you my heart ached for january and gus is to die for a steamy smart and perceptive romance josie silver one night on
the island full of banter heat and sexual tension i felt the thrill of falling in love right alongside january and gus a
gorgeous page turner of a novel laura jane williams one night with you funny and seriously sizzling best if whipcrack banter
and sexual tension is your catnip you ll adore this book sally thorne the hating game touching and heartfelt i closed this
book with a satisfied sigh jasmine guillory while we were dating clever and funny this is a tender love story woman home

Beach Read

2020-05-18

twelve year old anastasia is horrified at her family s decision to move from their city apartment to a house in the suburbs

Anastasia Again!

1981-10-26

river of fire is sister helen s story leading up to her acclaimed book dead man walking it is thought provoking informative
and inspiring read it and it will set your heart ablaze mark shriver author of pilgrimage my search for the real pope francis
the nation s foremost leader in efforts to abolish the death penalty shares the story of her growth as a spiritual leader
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speaks out about the challenges of the catholic church and shows that joy and religion are not mutually exclusive sister helen
prejean s work as an activist nun campaigning to educate americans about the inhumanity of the death penalty is known to
millions worldwide less widely known is the evolution of her spiritual journey from praying for god to solve the world s
problems to engaging full tilt in working to transform societal injustices sister helen grew up in a well off baton rouge
family that still employed black servants she joined the sisters of st joseph at the age of eighteen and was in her forties
when she had an awakening that her life s work was to immerse herself in the struggle of poor people forced to live on the
margins of society sister helen writes about the relationships with friends fellow nuns and mentors who have shaped her over
the years in this honest and fiercely open account she writes about her close friendship with a priest intent on marrying her
that challenged her vocation in the new territory of the heart the final page of river of fire ends with the opening page of
dead man walking when she was first invited to correspond with a man on louisiana s death row river of fire is a book for
anyone interested in journeys of faith and spirituality doubt and belief and catching on fire to purpose and passion it is a
book written in accessible luminous prose about how to live a spiritual life that is wide awake to the sufferings and creative
opportunities of our world prejean chronicles the compelling sometimes difficult journey to the heart of her soul and faith
with wit honesty and intelligence a refreshingly intimate memoir of a life in faith kirkus reviews

River of Fire

2019-08-13

in this second book about anastasia krupnik s younger brother sam concocts a perfume made of his mother s favorite smells to
honor her request for only homemade gifts for her birthday

Attaboy, Sam!

1992-04-27

kristin neff phd is a professor in human development whose 10 years of research forms the basis of her timely and highly
readable book self compassion offers a powerful solution for combating the current malaise of depression anxiety and self
criticism that comes with living in a pressured and competitive culture through tried and tested exercises and audio downloads
readers learn the 3 core components that will help replace negative and destructive measures of self worth and success with a
kinder and non judgemental approach in order to bring about profound life change and deeper happiness self compassion
recognises that we all have weaknesses and limitations but in accepting this we can discover new ways to achieve improved self
confidence contentment and reach our highest potential simply easily and compassionately kristin neff s expert and practical
advice offers a completely new set of personal development tools that will benefit everyone a portable friend to all readers
who need to learn that the golden rule works only if it s reversible we must learn to treat ourselves as well as we wish to
treat others gloria steinem a beautiful book that helps us all see the way to cure the world one person at a time starting
with yourself read it and start the journey rosie o donnell

Self-Compassion

2011-07-07
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the new york times no 1 bestselling ya crime thriller that everyone is talking about soon to be a major bbc series the winner
of the british book award s children s book of the year 2020 shortlisted for the waterstones children s book prize 2020

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder (A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder, Book 1)

2019-05-02

award winning and best selling author lois lowry explores issues surrounding adoption in this poignant novel natalie armstrong
has everything she s smart and beautiful has the perfect boyfriend early acceptance to college and a loving family but the
summer she turns seventeen she finally decides to ask some unanswered questions who are her biological parents and why did
they give her up when she was born these questions take her on a journey from the deep woods of maine to the streets of new
york city from the pages of old phone books and a tattered yearbook photo to the realization that she might actually meet her
biological mother face to face

Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye

1978-04-26

what if our future lies 40 000 years in our past subject twenty one is an astonishing debut novel in which a young woman s
refusal to accept the status quo opens her eyes to the lies her society is built on a stonking good sci fi coming of age story
all wrapped into one a book that tackles humanity hardship and classism at the deepest level magic radio book club elise s
world is forever changed when she is given the opportunity of a lifetime to work at the museum of evolution and be a companion
to the neanderthal subject twenty one as a sapien a member of the lowest order of humans she and others like her are held
responsible for the damages inflicted on the world by previous generations this job may be elise s only chance to escape a
stagnating life in an ostracised and impoverished community but it doesn t take long for elise to realise that away from the
familiarity and safety of her home her own secrets are much harder to conceal and the longer she stays the more she comes to
realise that little separates her from the exhibits and a cage of her own praise for the tomorrow s ancestors series an
unputdownable exploration into the ethics of science buzz magazine incredible without a doubt one of the best ya sci fi books
i ve ever read out and about books instantly engaging widens out from a tale of a girl trying to find her own identity to a
broader story encompassing an entire population s burden of oppression and the desire for freedom track of words one of the
rare debuts that are really five star reads subject twenty one grabbed me instantly and i couldn t put it down dom reads make
sure you ve read the whole series 1 subject twenty one 2 the hidden base 3 the fourth species

Subject Twenty-One

2021-07-01

lame and suddenly orphaned kira is mysteriously removed from her squalid village to live in the palatial council edifice where
she is expected to use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all powerful guardians
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Gathering Blue

2015

her family s new organized schedule for easy housekeeping makes anastasia confident that she can run the household while her
mother is out of town until she hits unexpected complications

Anastasia on Her Own

1985-03-25

princess patricia priscilla is bored with her royal life and the excitement surrounding her sixteenth birthday ball doomed to
endure courtship by three grotesquely unappealing noblemen she escapes her fate for a week disguised as a peasant she attends
the village school as the smart new girl pat and attracts friends and the attention of the handsome schoolmaster disgusting
suitors lovable peasants and the clueless king and queen collide at the ball where princess patricia priscilla calls the shots
what began as a cure for boredom becomes a chance for princess patricia priscilla to break the rules and marry the man she
loves

The Birthday Ball

2010-04-12

from the new york times bestselling and two time newbery medal winning author of the giver and number the stars comes a
delightfully tongue in cheek story about parents trying to get rid of their four children and the children who are all too
happy to lose their beastly parents and be on their own the willoughby children timothy twins barnaby a and barnaby b and
their sister jane are fond all old fashioned things but especially old fashioned adventures what they aren t fond of however
are their parents truth be told their parents aren t the fondest of them either and they re concocting an evil plan to get rid
of their children once and for all both parents and children have plenty of dastardly ideas and tricks up their sleeves the
only thing they don t have is any idea of what lies between them and a happily ever after complete with a cheeky glossary and
bibliography this hilarious and wonderfully old fashioned parody pays playful homage to classic works of children s literature
like mary poppins and a christmas carol now a netflix animated film starring ricky gervais maya rudolph terry crews martin
short jane krakowski will forte alessia cara and séan cullen

The Willoughbys

2008-03-31

spinning i can t stop spinning so stay a minute and i arachne will spin a story for you in this singular collection the heroes
and heroines of fifteen greek and roman tales give their own dramatic accounts of events from the magnificent spinner arachne
who learns that a mortal should never challenge a god to the god pan who prefers earth to mount olympus to the beautiful self
indulgent pandora and the gold stricken midas the reader becomes a confidant to the tellers of these sometimes humorous
sometimes sad always engaging tales of wonder woe romantic love and jealousy mordicai gerstein s energetic whimsical
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illustrations combine with elizabeth spires s playful renditions for a totally fresh take on familiar and not so familiar
myths

I Am Arachne

2024-05-28

anastasia s tenth year has some good things like falling in love and really getting to know her grandmother and some bad
things like finding out about an impending baby brother

Anastasia Krupnik

1979-10-24

three kids get caught up in an adventure of historic proportions anna josé and henry are complete strangers with more in
common than they realize snowed in together at a chaotic washington d c airport they encounter a mysterious tattooed man a
flamboyant politician and a rambunctious poodle named for an ancient king even stranger news stations everywhere have
announced that the famous flag that inspired the star spangled banner has been stolen anna certain that the culprits must be
snowed in too recruits henry and josé to help catch the thieves and bring them to justice but when accusations start flying
they soon realize there s more than justice at stake as the snow starts clearing anna josé and henry find themselves in a race
against time and the weather to prevent the loss of an american treasure

Capture the Flag

2012-07-13

the fountainhead one of the most thought provoking novels of the twentieth century advocates individualism through the story
of a gifted young architect who rejects the tyranny of conventional public opinion three personalities vividly depict the
struggle for personal integrity in a world that prioritises conformity above creativity gail wynand the newspaper mogul and
self made millionaire whose power was bought by sacrificing his ideals to the lowest common denominator of public taste and
dominique francon the devastating beauty whose desperate search for meaning has been twisted through despair into a quest to
destroy the single object of her affection

The Fountainhead

2022-02-08
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